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Laugh your way through 2016 with a daily dose of Grumpy Cat. Features daily tear-away pages.
Printed on a matte paper stock, this calendar is 6 1/8" wide x 5 1/4" tall.
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I could not add this review without any stars but my true review has No stars... Zero stars.... Pictures
are smaller than last years and in poor quality... Some of the pictures you can't see Grumpy's face...
Looks like someone copied the pics and placed it on a tiny piece of paper and called it a calendar...
VERY poor quality... Here is an example of what I'm talking about.... I'm going to try to return it...
Let's see what happens...

I bought this for my mom for Christmas because we all jokingly call her Grumpy Cat when she's in a
bad mood and she loves the Grumpy Cat anyway. The Grumpy Cat calendar base measures 6" x 5"
and features a Grumpy Cat meme for every day of the year. Many of the memes are very funny,
such as "Don't turn the other cheek, it's just as ugly," "I'm sorry you got offended when I called you a
moron- I thought you knew," and "You remind me of my litter box - you're both full of crap,"I
chuckled many times flipping through the pages, but I was disappointed in a few things. First, many
of the pages use the same Grumpy Cat image and even some of the phrases were repeats - for
example, "What's wrong? Everything" appears throughout the calendar at least 4-5 times. The
makers of the calendar really should come up with something more original than repeats. Also,
many of the images look cheap in color quality like someone printed it on Draft quality from a home
computer and some printed out dark enough that you can barely see Grumpy Cat's face. Lastly, the

plastic stand on the back of the calendar is such thin plastic that I was afraid to pull it back because
I thought it would break.Overall, I like the calendar despite the quality issues and I know my mom
will enjoy it on her desk at work all next year. Just be aware that this is overly priced for the quality
you're getting.

If the idea of waking up in the morning and having people tell you good morning makes you feel like
telling them to shut the !$#& up. Perhaps this is the calender for you.It's exactly what you would
expect from this product. No more, no less.# Don't talk to me in the morning.

Cute calandar. I often get an email telling me what the days funny is. we have been getting a good
laugh out of this. they hold true to the whole grumpy cat theme and so far there has not been
anything upsetting such as vulgar content or language not suitable for the office.

I love the calendar itself! But I ordered one as a gift and the box came ripped and the pages were
bent. So I sent it back and received a new one. The box was a little bit ripped but at least the pages
weren't bent so I gave it to my friend for her birthday. Although I felt bad about giving a gift with a
ripped box.

Since this is a gift for someone else, I was disappointed that the box was torn and bent on all sides.
The calendar itself looks a bit cheaper than I imagined. The pages are really thin like book paper
rather than typical calendar paper. Overall, the calendar is alright, but there are probably better
versions out there.

I have this calendar on my desk at work and my coworkers love to see what the saying of the day is.
Grumpy Cat brings smiles and laughter to our day. I will definitely get a calendar like this next year.

Makes me laugh.Odd thing I have found though... is currently March... there have, so far, been a
couple pages *about* Mondays... but they actually are *on* the page for Tuesday.That is my only
complaint.... but it a grumpy cat calendar, so have to complain about something.... that is kinda the
point!
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